Characterization of the specificity of peptide binding to four DR haplotypes.
This study describes the establishment of a peptide-binding assay for purified, detergent-solubilized DR molecules. For each of the DR specificities and peptides studied, a unique pattern of interaction was observed. Excellent correlation was detected between the DR1-, 2-, 5-, and 52a-binding capacities and the known DR restrictions of a panel of synthetic peptides. This supports the immunologic relevance of the binding assay, and emphasizes the importance of determinant selection in defining the immune response of individuals. We have also examined the capacity of a panel of DR-restricted peptides to compete with one another for binding to DR1. The results obtained are compatible with a single peptide-binding site on DR molecules. The peptide-binding capacity of the four different DR types (DR1, DR2, DR5, and DR52a) has been further examined by testing a collection of 133 different peptides. This collection is unbiased with respect to previously known DR binding and restrictions, and includes peptides of eukaryotic, bacterial, and viral origins. It was found that: 1) approximately 15 to 35% of the peptides tested bound any given DR type; 2) DR-binding capacities appeared to correlate with each other, suggesting that different alleles of the DR isotype may recognize related structures on an Ag molecule; and 3) despite the statistical correlation between binding capacity of different DR types, approximately 50% of the peptides that were positive binders still were specific in that they could bind only one of the four DR molecules tested. Degenerate binding (i.e., binding to most or all the DR molecules tested) was detected in only a minority of the cases analyzed (approximately 25%).